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About This Content

Eris, a world of discord and darkness, needs your help! Restore the light to a new planet in Waveform's first DLC pack.

Key Features:

7 new levels to explore. Re-play them in Challenge Mode for remastered experiences too!

Interact with a brand new object - the Pulsar

Experience another mind-bending bonus level in Reverse Mode!

New Deep Space Mode with a new leaderboard to conquer

5 new achievements

To access this content in-game once you've purchased it, scroll left from Pluto in the "Select Level" screen and you'll be
able to play the levels of Eris. The content is playable no matter how far you've progressed in the main game.
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Bought it on Steam Summer Sale, and still wasn't worth my time or money. Once the prologue is supposed to put me in the view
of the person I'm playing as, the screen just stays pure black. Every time. Plus, controllers default to left in the right hand and
right in the left hand with no in-game way of swapping hands, so I have to take them off and swap wrists (very annoying). No
clue why that happens. And this game is completely unplayable without some form of instruction, which only comes in the form
of the (as previously mentioned, unplayable) prologue.

Really not worth my time or money if the game can't be QA'd properly.. Quite an unusual project. At first glance, a simple
logical game, but it really requires some thinking!
First, we place the walls on the playing field. When there is no room for the walls, then we grab the cells of the playing field by
surrounding these cells on four sides. Who will capture more cells - won.
At this moment the most interesting begins: you need to think and calculate your moves. You can force the enemy to do wrong
move and win in a lost situation.
The game has a single campaign, as well as the ability to play with several players on one computer and multiplayer.
I would like to note excellent graphics and pleasant music, which create their own special atmosphere of the game.
Definitely recommend! I advise you to play with your friends in multiplayer!. This is a fun arcade-style game that you can sink
your teeth into and not get bored for a while. Something casual for me.. Well to start off Wolves are just Freakin Awesome and
making a game about them and being able to live as one is epic. Hearing about WQ3 has made this game hype. I love the pack
hunting, protecting your pack from rivals and surviving the best you can in the wild

5\/10-Controls-now with WQ3 coming out I am hoping they\u2019ll make the camera and controls way better.

6\/10-Graphics- this version is out of date, but still a great experience and fun to play. WQ3 really looks beautiful and it\u2019s
release is right around the corner.

7\/10-Over all -I am happy with this game and will probably love WQ3. Mirror Angels Paradise is a very fun game that I can see
myself sinking some time into. Pretty difficult but not impossible. Runs well and looks nice. Has a strong arcade field to it. My
ONLY complaint is binding keys doesnt work, but that can probably be fixed.

Also I got slice, realm, and chaos all on the first 6 floors and felt like a god damn baller.

8\/10. Nice puzzle game with well-judged progression which gets moderately difficult. Game is amazing. Soundtrack is
amazing. Soundtrack DLC is poorly done, won't work in the Steam Music Player because the Steamworks guidelines 
(https:\/\/partner.steamgames.com\/doc\/features\/music_player) were not followed. Please put the soundtrack files in a
subdirectory named "soundtrack" "Soundtrack" or "OST" as per the Steamworks API.

Would appreciate an update for Steam Music Player compatibility.
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Simple, relaxing and pleasant to your eyes and ears. While early levels are rather simple and won't pose almost any challenge, a
few dozens of minutes later the game gets mildly challenging at times without getting frustrating or boring. The graphics and
audio are rather minimalistic, but they're used wisely and never fill your screen with unnecessary clutter, so navigating through
levels feels natural and chances of getting stuck are extremely low.

Tech-wise, this game works nicely even on integrated GPUs without any noticeable framerate drops/slowdown, but sometimes I
get screen tearing on my rig, so forcing VSync through the GPU drivers is a good idea.. Perfect when you're too scared of
kidnappers and serial killers and you just want to play the hacking mini games.. Amazing Game. Hard to learn but amazing
concept. I played it in childhood and it brings back nostalgic memories. Ah the good old days!. Freeze nova really knows how to
make a good fps with balances weapons and large detailed maps, but I do have one complaint and that's the noise the ballistic
knife makes its very unrealistic unlike everything else in this amazing game that's the only bad thing about this game.. LOved
the game. Made me realize why i enjoy gaming.. This game just didn't hit the mark for me.
I was feeliong nostalgic and looking for something like Conquest of the New World and this simply let me down.
Gameplay felt clunky and it lack many things a game like this should have.
If you like automated trade games this would be your thing.
Peace. Flatter is Better. For those who cannot find the comic go to
(location may differ to mine)
D:\\Programs\\Steam\\steamapps\\common\\Enter the Gungeon

double click the Enter_the_Gungeon.pdf file,

and poof!

there is your comic. Okay it starts decently, clicks new game, ultimate lag in video and sound causeing game to crash. My
computer my be a little outdated but i get little to no lag on eso and bdo(unless im in a city, then its a disaster of lag). Even with
oblivion and skyrim(unless you download mods) their is a lacking of lag. Though Theif does give lag later on in the game, at
least i can play it.. This game is one of the best games in steam 10/10
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